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[57] ABSTRACT 

A scrambler system in which amplitude zero-crossings 
in speech are encrypted at a transmitter by combina 
tion with a pseudo-random digital sequence, the re 
verse process occurring at the receiver. The amplitude 
envelope need not be encrypted, but if desired, can be 
encrypted by combination with a further pseudo 
random digital sequence. A higher level of scrambling 
can be achieved in the transmitted signal by using the 
conjugate of the amplitude envelope. 
With a sequence bit rate of about two kilobits per 
second, there is no increase in bandwidth 
requirements compared to the transmission of 
unscrambled speech. Thus standard transceivers can 
be employed, and pre-existing ones readily modi?ed 
for scrambling and unscrambling. 

20 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures 
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COMMUNICATION SCRAMBLER SYSTEM 

This invention relates to communication systems and 
to apparatus for use in such systems. 
The invention relates more particularly but not ex 

clusively to communication systems and apparatus for 
the transmission and reception of speech. 
Personal wireless transceivers are now widely used by 

policeman, for example while on a routine patrol, to 
maintain contact with their headquarters. However, the 
value of such communication systems is lessened by 
their vulnerability to eavesdropping by unauthorised 
persons. 
Scramblers employing various forms of frequency 

shifting arrangements are known and have been widely 
employed. However, the time required by an unautho 
rised person having suitable equipment to unscramble 
a frequency-shift scrambled message is not very great, 
so that only a limited security is available. Transmis 
sions scrambled on a truly random basis are undecoda 
ble, but the arrangements required are impracticable 
for widespread, everday use, wherein in any event, 
only, say, one hour of security is required. 

It is therefore an object of the invention to provide 
an improved communication system and apparatus for 
use in such a system which allows at least a limited pe 
riod of privacy or security. 
According to a ?rst aspect of the invention, in a com 

munication system for transmitting the intelligence of 
an input signal, which said input signal is either a 
speech signal or other signal having components of 
variable frequency and variable amplitude, a transmit 
ting terminal of the system has means to effect scalar 
combination of the input signal or of a signal which is 
derived from the input signal and which contains infor 
mation as to at least the frequencies of higher fre 
quency components of the input signal with a digital 
signal having a plurality of possible amplitude levels 
which occur in a pseudo-random sequence, the signal 
resulting from the combination or a signal derived 
therefrom constituting the signal transmitted to a re 
ceiving terminal of the system, this transmitted signal 
carrying information in respect both of the frequencies 
of said higher frequency components of the input signal 
(albeit masked by the digital signal) and of the ampli 
tude envelope of the input signal, and the receiving ter 
minal of the system has means to effect scalar combina 
tion of the received signal or of a signal derived from 
the received signal and a digital signal that is similar to 
that utilised at the transmitting terminal and has the 
same pseudo-random sequence to recover a ?rst signal 
carrying information of at least the higher frequency 
components of the input signal without digital masking, 
means to recover a second signal carrying information 
as to the amplitude envelope of the input signal, and 
means to reconstitute from said ?rst and second signals 
an output signal which is an intelligible approximation 
to the input signal. 
The signal which is derived from the input signal may 

be derived by high-pass filtering or differentiation of 
the input signal. 
The signal which is combined with the digital signal 

may be converted to a signal having a similar or the 
same plurality of amplitude levels as the digital signal. 

The information contained in the transmitted signal 
in respect of the amplitude envelope may be or be de 
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2 
rived from a signal representing the amplitude enve 
lope or its conjugate, and the last-mentioned signal may 
contain a further digital signal having a plurality of pos 
sible amplitude levels which occur in a further pseudo 
random sequence, the means to recover the second sig 
nal being such as to enable the masking effect of the 
further digital signal to be counteracted. 
According to a second aspect of the invention, in 

transmitter terminal apparatus for transmitting the in 
telligence of an input signal, which said input signal is 
either a speech signal or other signal having compo 
nents of variable frequency and variable amplitude, the 
apparatus comprises means to form a digital signal hav 
ing a plurality of possible amplitude level which occur 
in pseudo-random sequence, means to effect scalar 
combination of the digital signal with the input signal 
or with a signal which is derived from the input signal 
and which contains information at to at least the fre 
quencies of higher frequency components of the input 
signal, and means for including in the transmitted sig 
nal, which is formed by or derived from the output of 
the last mentioned means, information in respect of the 
amplitude envelope of the input signal. 
The transmitter terminal apparatus preferably in 

cludes means for limiting the bandwidth of the signals 
to be transmitted to a bandwidth not substantially more 
than the bandwidth of the input signal. 
According to a third aspect of the invention, in re 

ceiver terminal apparatus for receiving a transmission 
of the intelligence of an input signal which said input 
signal is either a speech signal or other signal having 
components of variable frequency and variable ampli 
tude, the transmission being formed by or derived from 
a scalar combination of a digital signal having a plural 
ity of possible amplitude levels which occur in pseudo 
random sequence, with the input signal or with a signal 
derived from the input signal and which contains infor 
mation as to at least the frequencies of higher fre 
quency components of the input signal, the transmis 
sion including information in respect of the amplitude 
envelope of the input signal, the apparatus comprises 
means to form a digital signal similar to that utilised in 
the formation or derivation of the transmission and 
having the same pseudo-random sequence, means to 
effect scalar combination of the digital signal with the 
received signal or a signal derived therefrom to recover 
a ?rst signal carrying information of at least the higher 
frequency components of the input signal without digi 
tal masking, means to recover a second signal carrying 
information as to the amplitude envelope of the input 
signal, and means to reconstitute from said first and 
second signals an output signal which is an intelligible 
approximation to the input signal. 
The transmitter terminal apparatus may include 

means for generating a further digital signal having a 
plurality of possible amplitude levels which occur in a 
further pseudo-random sequence, and means for com 
bining or superimposing the further digital signal with 
or on the signal representing the amplitude envelope or 
its conjugate, the receiver terminal apparatus including 
means for generating a further digital signal which is 
similar to the further digital signal utilised in the trans 
mitter terminal apparatus and having the same pseudo 
randonn sequence, means for affecting scalar combina 
tion of the further digital signal with said second signal 
to reconstitute the amplitude envelope or its conjugate. 
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The digital signals and further digital signals may 
have two, three, four, or more amplitude levels. 
By limiting the bandwidth of the signals to be trans 

mitted to the bandwidth of the original input signals 
(e.g. speech) the original transmitter and receiver of a 
pre-existing communication system may be used, i.e., 
an existing radio transceiver may readily be converted 
to the form of the present invention, without exceeding - 
its bandwidth capabilities. Thus, for example, the trans 
mitter terminal apparatus can function between the mi 
crophone and the remainder of an existing radio trans 
mitter and likewise the receiver terminal apparatus can 
function between a standard radio receiver and its 
audio output stage. 
Pseudo-random sequence generators of the feedback 

shift register type are readily adaptable to give different 
output sequences, by changing the points from which 
the feedback is taken. Thus code changing is easy. The 
sequence generators at the transmitter terminal and re 
ceiver terminal can be synchronised by breaking the 
feedback path of the receiver’s sequence generator, (or 
the appropriate one of the two, as the case may be) 
feeding an intelligence-free (i.e., speech-free) received 
signal in to the shift register in place of the feedback, 
comparing the input and the feedback, and after an 
identity in the comparison for an adequate period of 
time (equal to the time required to prime the register 
with the sequence portion being transmitted, plus a 
safety margin), reconnecting the feedback and discon 
necting the received signal which can then be decoded 
by the now synchronised pseudo-random sequence 
generator. (An unsynchronised receiver sequence gen 
erator or one not producing a correct sequence will 
cause the receiver output to be unintelligible). 
Embodiments of the invention will now be described 

by way of example with reference to the accompanying 
drawings wherein: 
FIG. 1 is a block schematic diagram of a ?rst embodi 

ment of transmitter terminal apparatus in accordance 
with the invention; 
FIG. 2 is a block schematic daigram of receiver ter 

minal apparatus for use with the transmitter terminal 
apparatus of FIG. 1; I 
FIG. 3 is a block schematic diagram of a second em 

bodiment of transmitter terminal apparatus in accor 
dance with the invention; and 
FIG. 4 is a block schematic diagram of receiver ter 

minal apparatus for use with the transmitter terminal 
apparatus of FIG. 3. 

Referring ?rst to FIg. 1, transmitter terminal appara~ 
tus in accordance with the invention comprises a mi 
crophone 10 for converting an acoustic input signal 
such as speech to an electric signal representative of 
the intelligence to be transmitted, a differentiator 12 
which enhances the high frequency components of the 
signal, and thereby increases the rate of zero crossing 
in the signal, for a purpose to be explained hereafter, 
and a high gain saturating ampli?er or Schmitt trigger 
14 whose output is a binary signal and is fed as one 
input of a module-two adder 16 (which may conve 
niently be considered as an "exclusive OR" circuit). 
The other input to the module two adder 16 is a digital 
signal having a pseudo-random binary sequence from 
a sequence generator 18. The output of the di?’erenti 
ator 12 is passed through an envelope amplitude detec 
tor comprising a recti?er 20 and a low pass ?lter 22, 
the output of which is a unidirectional signal the level 
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4 
of which at any instant is a measure of the amplitude 
envelope of the data to be transmitted. The latter sig 
nal, and the output of the modulo two adder 16 are 
combined in a suitable signal combination circuit 24, 
and subsequently broadcast by a conventional wireless 
transmitter 26. The circuit 24 preferably amplitude 
modulates the signal supplied by the adder 16 with the 
signal supplied by the ?lter 22 through useful results 
can be obtained by linear addition. 
With speech having a band-width in the range 300 Hz 

to 3 kHz and the output of the sequence generator 18 
being within this range, for example about 2,000 bits 
per second, the band-width of the signals reaching the 
transmitter 26 can be restricted to lie within the above 
band without any serious loss of information. For this 
purpose, a low-pass or band-pass ?lter (not shown) 
may be connected between the circuit 24 and the trans 
mitter 26. Alternatively, the transmitter 26 may be con 
structed or adapted to accomplish the necessary band 
width limitation. Thus no special frequency capability 
is required of the transmitter 26, which may be any 
conventional form of transmitter. The transmitted sig 
nal, though possessing speech like qualities in terms of 
waveform, is completely unintelligible without knowl 
edge of the pseudo-random sequence. Although the en— 
velope of the speech input is not scrambled, it contains 
substantially no meaningful intelligence by itself. 
Referring now to FIG. 2, receiver terminal apparatus 

for receiving the transmissions of the arrangement of 
FIG. 1 comprises a wireless receiver 30 which is com 
patible with the transmissions of the transmitter 26. 
The output of the receiver 30 is fed both to a high gain 
limiting ampli?er or Schmitt trigger 32 and an envelope 
amplitude detector comprising a recti?er 34 and a low 
pass ?lter 36. 
The outpt of the ampli?er 32 is a binary signal whose 

level transitions correspond to the level transitions in 
the combined signal which is the output of the modulo 
two adder 16 (FIG. 1). Thus the ampli?er 32 creates 
a homologue of the combined signal of the transmitter. 
This homologue is fed to a modulo two adder 38 as one 
input thereof, the other input to the adder 38 being a 
digial signal comprising a pseudo-random binary se 
quence from a sequence generator 40, and which is in 
stantaneously identical to the sequence being produced 
by the sequence generator 18 (FIG. 1). (The achieve 
ment of this identity will be explained hereafter). 
The output of the modulo two adder 38 is a binary 

signal whose transitions represent transitions in the out 
put of the ampli?er 154 at the transmitter (FIG. 1 ); i.e., 
the output of the adder 38 is a homologue of the output 
of the ampli?er 14. This arises from the fact that a bi 
nary number which is modulo two added twice to an 
other number gives the other number; i.e., even num 
bers of modulo two additions of any binary number or 
sequence are self-cancelling. 
The binary output of the adder 38 is combined with 

the amplitude envelope signal from the low pass ?lter 
36 in a suitable combination circuit 42 (which will be 
an amplitude modulator if the circuit 24 is an ampli 
tude modulator); integrated in an integrator 44 to can 
cel out the effects of the differentiator 12 (FIG. 1); ?l 
tered in a low pass ?lter 46 to remove the noise and 
spurious high frequency components introduced for ex 
ample by the limiter 32, the sequence generator 40, 
and the adder 38; and converted to audible signals in 
a suitable transducer 48 such as headphones or a loud 
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speaker. The output of the transducer 48 will be an in 
telligible reproduction of the speech or other data re 
ceived by the microphone 10 (FIG. 1). 
The pseudo-randon sequence generators l8 and 40 

may be synchronised in any convenient manner. Where 
the generators '18 and 40 are shift registers whose in 
puts are the outputs of respective exclusive OR gates 
fed from, say, the last stage and one other stage of each 
register, (a known fomr of pseudo-random binary se 
quency generator), the following synchronising proce 
dure may be followed. With a speech-free signal being 
received, the input of the shift register in the sequence 
generator 40 is disconnected and the output of the am 
pli?er 32 substituted. This causes the shift register to 
take up the portion of the sequence currently being 
generated at the transmitter terminal, and so primes the 
register correctly. The output of the exclusive OR gate 
within the generator 40 is compared with the input to 
the register and when they have maintainedidentity for 
a suitable length of time (i.e., the time required for the 
register to be primed (equal to the time required to 
clock one bit through the length of the register) plus 
any desired safety margin) the generators l8 and 40 are 
assumed to be in synchronism. The ampli?er 32 is then 
disconnected from the register and reconnected as 
shown in FIG. 3, and the exclusive OR gate recon~ 
nected to the input of the register. The sequence gener 
ator 40 then continues in a self-sustaining mode. Regis~ 
ter clocking signals may be obtained at the receiver in 
any known manner from the broadcast signal to main 
tain synchronism of the respective generators. It can be 
arranged that the above procedure is carried out auto 
matically at commencement of reception, or manually 
performed when required. (It is assumed of course that 
the connections to the exclusive OR gates are the same 
in the transmitter and receiver terminals, i.e., that the 
correct “code of the day" is being used). 
The larger the number of zero crossings, the better 

will be the quality of the reconstituted speech or other 
date at the receiver; hence the inclusion of the differen 
tiator 12 in the transmitter to produce a greater num 
ber of zero crossings in the data to be transmitted. The 
effect of the differentiator 12 is substantially nulli?ed 
at the receiver by the integrator 44. The data transmis 
sion system of FIGS. 1 and 2 will function without zero 
crossing enhancement i.e., if the differentiator 12 and 
the integrator 44 were omitted, but transmission qual 
ity will be somewhat poorer. 
The transmitted signals in the system of FIGS. 1 and 

2 may be summarised as being the true envelope and 
scrambled zero-crossings. The transmitted signals of 
the system now to be described with reference to FIGS. 
3 and 4 may be summarised as being scrambled enve 
lope and scrambled zero-corssings. 
Referring to FIG. 3, the transmitter terminal appara 

tus of the system again comprises the microphone l0 
and the differentiator 12. A ?rst pseudo-random binary 
sequence from a ?rst pseudo-random binary sequence 
generator 52 is linearly added to the output of the dif 
ferentiator 12 in a suitable analogue linear addition cir 
cuit 50. The ?rst sequence is at a very low amplitude 
level compared to the output of the differentiator 12. 
The combined signal from the addition circuit 52 is 
then passed through a high gain limiting ampli?er 54 
whose output is a binary signal wherein transitions rep 
resent zero-crossings in the input to the ampli?er 54. 
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6 
The binary output from the ampli?er 54 is applied to 

a modulo two adder 56 as one input thereof. The other 
input to the adder 56 is a second pseudo-random binary 
sequence from a second pseudo-random binary se 
quence generator 58. The output of the modulo two 
adder 56 is broadcast by the transmitter 26, and is com 
pletely unintelligible without knowledge of both the 
?rst and second pseudo-random sequences. A ?lter 
(not shown) may again be provided between the adder 
56 and the transmitter 26. 
A form of receiver terminal apparatus suitable for re 

ceiving and unscrambling data transmitted by the trans 
mitter apparatus of FIG. 3 is shown in FIG. 4 to which 
reference will now be made. The output of the receiver 
30 is converted to a binary sequence by a high gain lim 
iting ampli?er 60, and this binary sequence forms one 
input of a modulo two adder 62. The other input to the 
adder 62 is the second pseudo-random sequence pro 
duced by a sequence generator 64 arranged to produce 
the same sequence as the generator 58 (FIG. 3) and 
synchronised therewith. The output of the adder 62 is 
passed to a further modulo two adder 66 whose other 
input is the ?rst pseudo-random sequence, produced by 
a sequence generator 68 arranged to produce the same 
sequence as the generator 52 (FIG. 3) and synchro 
nised therewith. The output of the adder 66 is passed 
through a low-pass ?lter 70, a non-linear circuit 72 
which corrects for the inherent non-linearity of the am 
plitude channel coding, and thence to the combination 
circuit 42, the integrator 44, the low pass ?lter 46, and 
the output transducer 48 (c.f. FIG. 2). The arrange 
ment of FIGS. 3 and 4 functions as follows: 

In the absence of a speech input to the microphone 
10 (FIG. 3), the signal transmitted by the transmitter 
26 is the modulo two addition of the ?rst and second 
sequences. With a very high amplitude speech input, 
the limiting ampli?er 54 is “captured” by it, and the 
?rst sequence is suppressed from the output of the am 
pli?er 54 (This arises from the constancy of the power 
output of the ampli?er 54). Thus the transmitted signal 
tends towards the limiting case of the modulo two addi 
tion of the speech input and the second sequence, as 
the amplitude of the speech increases. 

In the receiver (FIG. 4) the received signal (the out 
put of the receiver 30) is limited or “sliced” in the lim 
iting ampli?er 60 and then modulo two added to the 
second sequence. The output of the ?rst adder 62 ‘is in 
turn modulo two added to the ?rst sequence in the sec 
ond modulo two adder 66. In the absence of a speech 
representative signal in the received signal, the output 
of the second adder 66 is all “zero," but as the speech 
level increases and the ?rst sequence is suppressed, the 
output of the second adder 66 contains an increasing 
amount of “one” level, until with an in?nitely large 
speech signal, the output of the adder 66 is 50 percent 
“one” level. When the output of the adder 66 is passed 
through the low pass ?lter 70 and the non-linear circuit 
72, the envelope component of the speech is obtained. 
The combination in the amplitude modulator circuit 42 
of this envelope signal, and the zero-crossing signal 
from the adder 62 results in a signal, which when inte 
grated in the integrator 44 and low pass ?ltered in the 
?lter 46 (for reasons given with reference to FIG.2), 
causes the output transducer 48 to give an intelligible 
reproduction of the speech received by the microphone 
10. 
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In the above described arrangements, a greater de 
gree of scrambling may be obtained by transmitting sig 
nals representative of the conjugate, or inverse, of the 
amplitude envelope, rather than of the actual envelope. 
This has the additional advantage that it becomes much 
more difficult, if not impossible, to determine when 
speech is being transmitted, which would otherwise be 
indicated by bursts of “noise.” Furthermore, there is a 
signal continuously available for synchronising trans 
mitter and receiver sequence generators. 
Although the embodiments above described refer 

only to two-level or binary signals (when not referring 
to analogue signals), other numbers of levels in the 
multi-level signals may be employed; for example three 
and four level signals may be employed. In these cases, 
subtraction circuits are required at the receivers in 
place of the modulo-two adders. (Conversely, subtrac 
tion of the pseudo-random sequences may be per 
formed at the transmitters with corresponding addition 
at the receivers). 
Signals other than speech signals may be transmitted 

as above described, and transmission may be by means 
other than wireless transmission, for example, by line 
transmission, as in a telephone system. 
Other modi?cations and variations are possible 

within the scope of the invention. 
1 claim: 
1. Receiver terminal apparatus for receiving an input 

signal containing intelligence and delivering as an out 
put signal the intelligence contained in the input signal, 
the input signal comprising superimposed ?rst and sec~ 
0nd components, said ?rst component being the scalar 
combination of a ?rst digital signal having a plurality of 
possible amplitude levels which occur in a pseudo 
random sequence and a second digital signal having a 
plurality of possible amplitude levels wherein ampli 
tude level transitions represent amplitude datum level 
transitions in an analogue signal containing said intelli 
gence, said second component representing the ampli 
tude envelope of said analogue signal containing said 
intelligence, said receiver terminal apparatus compris 
mg 

a. ?rst signal generator means to generate a ?rst rep 
lica signal which is a replica of said ?rst digital sig 
nal, 

b. second signal generator means responsive to said 
input signal to generate a second digital signal 
which has a plurality of possible amplitude levels 
and in which transitions between said amplitude 
levels represent traversals of at least one amplitude 
datum level by said input signal, 

c. ?rst signal combining means to combine said ?rst 
replica signal with said second digital signal to de 
rive a second replica signal representing said ampli 
tude datum level transitions in said analogue signal, 

d. signal processing means to recover a third replica 
signal which is a replica of said amplitude enve 
lope, and 

e. second signal combining means to combine said 
third replica signal with said second replica signal 
to form said output signal. 

2. Apparatus according to claim 1 in which said sig 
nal processing means comprises amplitude envelope 
detector means coupled to receive said input signal and 
coupled to said second signal combining means in sig 
nal bypass relationship both to said second signal gen 
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8 
erator means and to said ?rst signal combining means. 

3. Apparatus according to claim 1 in which said sig 
nal processing means comprises third signal generator 
means to generate a third digital signal which has a plu 
rality of possible amplitude levels which occur in pseu 
do-random sequence, third signal combining means to 
combine said third digital signal with said second digital 
signal to form a fourth digital signal, and amplitude en 
velope derivation means coupled to receive said fourth 
digital signal and to produce said third replica signal 
therefrom. 

4. A speech descrambler comprising 
a. means to receive a scrambled speech signal, 
b. signal squaring means to square the received 
scrambled speech signal, 

c. a pseudo-random sequence generator, 
d. ?rst signal combining means to combine the out 
put of the squaring means with the output of the 
pseudo-random sequence generator, 

e. a further pseudo-random sequence generator, 
f. second signal combining means to combine the 
output of the ?rst signal combining means with the 
output of the further pseudo-random sequence 
generator, 

g. amplitude envelope derivation means to derive the 
amplitude envelope from the output of said second 
signal combining means, 

h. third signal combining means to combine the out 
put of said ?rst signal combining means with the 
output of said amplitude envelope derivation 
means to produce a descrambled speech signal, 
and 

. audio transducer means to convert said descram 

bled speech signal to audible descrambled speech. 
- 

5. A speech descrambler according to claim 4 in 
which said amplitude envelope derivation means com 
prises series-connected low-pass ?lter means and non 
linear circuit means. 

6. A speech descrambler according to claim 4 further 
including high-frequency de-emphasizing means cou 
pled between said third signal combining means and 
said transducer means. 

7. A speech descrambler according to claim 6 in 
which said high-frequency de-emphasizing means com 
prises signal integrator means. 

8. A speech descrambler according to claim 4, fur 
ther including noise and spurious high-frequency signal 
component suppression means coupled between said 
third signal combining means and said transducer 
means. 

9. A speech descrambler according to claim 8, in 
which said suppression means is a low-pass ?lter. 

10. A communication system for transmitting the in~ 
telligence of an intelligence containing signal having 
components of variable frequency and variable ampli 
tude, said intelligence containing signal frequently tra 
versing at least one amplitude datum level including 
zero amplitude, said intelligence containing signal hav 
ing an amplitude envelope, said system comprising: 

i. a transmitter terminal; - 

ii. a receiver terminal; and 
iii. a communication path between said transmitter 
and receiver terminals; ' 

iv. said transmitter terminal comprising: 
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a. ?rst signal generator means to generate a ?rst 
digital signal having a plurality of possible ampli 
tude levels which occur in pseudo-random se 
quence; 

b. second signal generator means responsive to said 
intelligence containing signal to generate a sec 
ond digital signal which has a plurality of possible 
amplitude levels and in which transitions be 
tween said amplitude levels represent traversals 
of said at least one amplitude datum level by said 
intelligence containing signal; 
?rst signal processing means comprising a ?rst 
scalar combination means to effect scalar combi 
nation of the ?rst digital signal and the second 
digital signal to form a ?rst component of an out 
put signal of the transmitter terminal; 

d. second signal processing means comprising am 
plitude envelope processing means for process 
ing said amplitude envelope separately from said 
second digital signal to form a second component 
of the output signal of the transmitter terminal; 

e. means to include said second component in the 
output signal of said transmitter terminal with 
said ?rst component; and 

f. means to transmit said output signal along said 
communication path to said receiver terminal; 

. said receiver terminal comprising: 
a. means to receive the transmitter terminal output 

signal as a receiver terminal input signal; 
b. third signal generator means to generate a ?rst 

replica signal which is a replica of said ?rst digital 
signal; 

. fourth signal generator means responsive to said 
receiver terminal input signal to generate a third 
digital signal which has a plurality of possible am 
plitude levels and in which transitions between 
said amplitude levels represent traversals of at 
least one amplitude datum level by said receiver 
terminal input signal; 

d. ?rst signal combining means to combine said 
?rst replica signal with said third digital signal to 
derive a second replica signal representing said 
amplitude datum level transitions in said intelli 
gence containing signal; 

. third signal processing means to recover a third 
replica signal which is a replica of said amplitude 
envelope; and 
second signal combining means to combine said 
third replica signal with said second replica signal 
to form an output signal containing the intelli 
gence that was in said intelligence containing sig 
nal. 

l l. A system according to claim 10 in which said sec 
ond signal processing means comprises bypass means 
to couple the amplitude envelope signal directly to said 
means to include said second component in the trans 
mitter terminal output signal, in signal bypass relation 
ship both to the second signal generator means and to 
the ?rst signal processing means. 

12. A system according to claim 10 in which the am 
plitude envelope processing means of said second sig 
nal processing means comprises a fifth signal generator 
means to generate a fourth digital signal which has a 
pluraity of possible amplitude levels which occur in 
pseudo-random sequence, and a further combination 
means to effect combination of the fourth digital signal 
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with the amplitude envelope signal to form said second 
component. 

13. A system according to claim 10 including circuit 
means through which the input signal is passed to in 
crease the amplitude datum level transition rate. 

14. A system according to claim 11 in which said 
third signal processing means comprises amplitude en 
velope detector means coupled to receive said receiver 
terminal input signal and coupled to said second signal 
combining means in signal bypass relationship both to 
said fourth signal generator means and to said ?rst sig 
nal combining means. 

15. A system according to claim. 12 in which said . 
third signal processing means comprises sixth signal 
generator means to generate a ?fth digital signal which 
has a plurality of possible amplitude levels which occur 
in pseudo-random sequence, third signal combining 
means to combine said ?fth digital signal with said third 
digital signal to form a sixth digital signal, and ampli 
tude envelope derivation means coupled to receive said 
sixth digital signal and to produce said third replica sig 
nal therefrom. 

16. A speech scrambler/descrambler system compris 
ing microphone means, a ?rst pseudo-random se 
quence generator, ?rst signal combining means to com 
bine the output of the microhphone means with the 
output of the ?rst pseudo-random sequence generator, 
?rst signal squaring means to square the output of said 
?rst signal combining means, a second pseudo-random 
sequence generator, second signal combining means to 
combine the output of the signal squaring means with 
the output of the second pseudo-random sequence gen 
erator to produce a scrambled speech signal, means to 
receive the scrambled speech signal, second signal 
squaring means to square the received scrambled 
speech signal, a third pseudo-random sequence genera 
tor, third signal combining means to combine the out 
put of the second squaring means with the output of the 
third pseudo-random sequence generator, a fourth 
pseudo-random sequence generator, fourth signal com 
bining means to combine the output of the third signal 
combining means with the output of the fourth pseudo 
random seqence generator, amplitude envelope deriva 
tion means to derive the amplitude envelope from the 
output of said fourth signal combining means, ?fth sig 
nal combining means to combine the output of said 
third signal combining means with the output of said 
amplitude envelope derivation means to produce a de 
scrambled speech signal, and audio transducer means 
to convert said descrambled speech signal to audible 
descrambled speech. 

17. A system according to claim 16 in which high 
frequency enphasizing means is coupled between said 
microphone means and said ?rst signal combining 
means. 

18. A system according to claim 16 in which said am 
plitude envelope derivation means comprises series 
connected low-pass ?lter means and non-linear circuit 
means. 

19. A system according to claim 16 further including 
high-frequency de-emphasizing means coupled be 
tween said ?fth signal combining means and said trans 
ducer means. 

20. A system according to claim 16 further including 
noise and suprious high-frequency signal component 
suppression means coupled between said ?fth signal 
combining means and said transducer means. 

* * * is * 


